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WordPerfect 12 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Make PDFs, use templates, and print envelopes and labels
Here's the perfect way to create and format documents for print or the Web     

Maybe it's a revolutionary thought, but could it be you just want to use your word-processing program to create great-looking, readable documents? Perfect! This friendly guide will get you going with...
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Counter Hack Reloaded: A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Attacks and Effective Defenses (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
It's hard to remember a world without the Internet. We now take for granted that we can access our bank accounts and health records, get driving directions, talk to friends, and shop, all on the Internet. Many companies couldn't survive without it because it is their link to their customers.

But the...
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Stained Glass For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2010

	Discover the artist within and create beautiful stained glass


	Beautiful stained glass isn't reserved solely for church windows-it can be used to create intricate patterns in home windows, decorate cabinet doors, patio doors, ceilings, skylights, mirrors, lighting fixtures, garden decorations, and much more. Stained...
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Naked Employee, The: How Technology Is Compromising Workplace PrivacyAMACOM, 2003
Most people would be startled to know the many ways in which their employers are capable of intruding on privacy. Huge technological advances are steadily shrinking workers’ personal space, and it’s up to individuals to know which parts of their daily lives may fall under the corporate magnifying glass.

Corporations have the...
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Windows Vista in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
This unique reference thoroughly documents every important  setting and feature in Microsoft's new operating system, with alphabetical  listings for hundreds of commands, windows, menus, listboxes, buttons,  scrollbars and other elements of Windows Vista. With this book's simple  organization, you'll easily find any setting,...
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Practical Forensic Microscopy: A Laboratory ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Practical Forensic Microscopy is a comprehensive laboratory manual providing the student with a practical overview and understanding of the various microscopes and microscopic techniques used within the field of forensic science.    

    Each laboratory experiment has been carefully designed to cover the variety of evidence...
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Integral Mechanical Attachment: A Resurgence of the Oldest Method of JoiningButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
First reference of its kind to address one of the most fundamental of all methods for joining separate manufactured components: built-in (integral) mechanical fasteners.     

   Integral Mechanical Attachment, highlights on one of the world's oldest technologies and makes it new again.  Think of buttons and toggles updated to innovative...
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Howzzat?Readomania, 2019

	Sherlock Holmes with his fancy hat, magnifying glass and pipe

	always fascinated me. I was glued to every clue Perry Mason

	worked on. I would read with anticipation as Ganesh (Vasanth)

	reconstructed a crime with a seemingly simple object. The way

	these celebrated detectives worked was really captivating—

	piecing clues...
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Windows Vista Ultimate BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The ultimate book on the ultimate Vista for gamers and digital media buffs    

    

    If you're the ultimate gamer and multimedia fan, Windows Vista Ultimate and this information-packed book are for you. Want to launch games with a single click? Share files with your Xbox 360? Try out new audio and media tools?...
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Fire Safety Engineering, Second Edition: Design of StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
.Design methods based on the fire sections of the new Structural Eurocodes

.Worked calculations and examples clearly illustrate the effect of temperature rise and structural performance of structural elements

.Essential reading for Structural Engineers, Building Designers, Architects, Fire Engineers and Building Control...
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Wine For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2006
Wine enthusiasts and novices, raise your glasses! The #1 wine book has been extensively updated! If you’re a connoisseur, Wine For Dummies, Fourth Edition will get you up to speed on what’s in and show you how to take your hobby to the next level. If you’re new to the world of wine, it will clue you in on what...
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Google Glass For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	A full-color guide to everything you need to know about Google Glass! With this easy-to-use guide, you can wear your Google Glass with confidence! From setup and configuration, to learning how to tap into the amazing features of Google Glass, this book has it all. Soon you'll be taking photos and video, accessing the display, using the...
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